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35ie stady of different^able manifolds carrying certain 
struotoreB defined by tensorial relations has lately attracted 
the attention of many mathematicians due to their own mathema-
t ical elegance as well ae due to their applications In Physics. 
ahlB type of stufly was Initiated hy A. Well and Bhresmann in 
1947 hy defining Almost coa^ilex structupes on dlfferentlabl© 
manifolds, liater Sray (1959) and Sasaki (1960) extended this 
study hy defining Almost contact structure and Its speolallBed 
structures (rlz, E--contaot and Sasaklan structures), X.Sato 
(1976) has defined Almost paracontact structures on a diffe-
rentlable manifold and has studied some of i t s properties, 
S, I . Husaln and A. Sharfuddin (1977) have studied specialized 
structures of Almost paracontact manifolds analogous to those 
of Almost contact manifolds (viz, paracontact and para* 
sasaklan strueturts) • 
m« present thesis i s mainly devoted to the study of 
Hypers^rfaoes of Almost paracontact manifolds and Almost 
paraoontaot manifolds as hypersurfacee of Rlemannian manifolds 
of constant curvatttre. Zhe thesis comprises fif« chapters. 
Chapter I i s Introduetoxy and gives a brief resumeT of the 
taeery of Almost paracontact aanifelds and Almost product 
manifolds whieh are of releyanee to our subsequent chapters. 
( 1 1 ) 
Chaptfep I I 1B devoted to th« study of Hi^er8Hi?face» 
of iaaoBt ptrodoot manifolds. I t l& kziown that | i9 j l^ H 
i s an almost paracontaot manifold , titen M K. E admits an 
ia.no Bt product etmctuPee, SSierefore i t ims natural to 
aspect that a hypersorface of jftlnost product manifold should 
possess an induced Almost paracontaot structure« Eoispe'ver 
i t has been shown that t h i s not true in general, instead 
the hypersurface admi t s a different type of s t ructares , 
2hls structure named as (4># '^ »'H • X)-struoture has also 
heen studied in t h i s chapter« 
Chapter I I I hagins with the definit ion of a most general 
structure called para«f«»struoture on a differentiahle asLnifold 
of which Almost paracontact structure and Alnost product 
structure are particular cases* SSie Is^per ear faces of Almost 
paracontaot manifold, i^ecially these for vitiiela. the characteris> 
I 
t i c vector f ield ^ i s everywhere tangent or nowhere tangent 
have heen studied and i t has been shown t h a t under both the 
circums-temces the hypersurfaces admit para-f-struoturesi 
•hieh reduces either to Almost product S'touotures or Almost 
paracontaot struotort* 
In Chapter IT, t e have studied the isometric immsrsion 
0f fara-8a*akian manifelds in Riemannian manifolds of constant 
eurvature* I t has been shown that when a para-sasakian aanifold 
( I l l ) 
l0 iBometrioally Iznmersed i n a Blesazuiian aianifold of 
ooaotant ownffif^ atv' 6 9^  - 1# tben I t i s necessarily of 
constant oocrvatute - 1 , 
S3iG l a s t chapter defines and s tudies pseado Pera-» 
Sasaldan manifolds. In t h i s chapter, wo have also studied 
the i»>iaetric isonerBions of Pseado-Bara-Sasalcian loanifolds 
in i^olidean spaces as well as in pseudo Rienannian manifolds 
of constant curvature. 
Each chapter of the thesis has heen divided into a r t i c l es* 
Por convin^-ieace the Iheorems, iemmas, Corollaries and equations 
feave heen nnnhered hy three entrees, eg, (2,3,4) would laean 
the fourth numhered equation of a r t i c l e th i rd la. Chapter I I , 
She thesis ends with a small Bihliography which l]y m 
means i s ezhg^stive on the suhjeot hut contains on3y those 
references fftiich are used in the hody of the t h e s i s . 
In 194-7t A. f e l l pointed out that in a complex mani-
fold, Hiere exists a (1,1) tensor f ield v*iose square i s 
minus unity. He considered an even dimensional manifold 
carrying a ( l , l ) tensor field vrliose square i s minus xinity 
and called i t an g^ imftnt oomolex manifold, l a tu ra l ly every 
complex manifold i s an almost complex manifold but the con-
verse need not "be t rue . I»ater on in 1951, Hijenhuls introduced 
a (l»2) tensor* called laie Hi^enhuic tensor, on an almost 
complex manifold and has shown that the vanishing of this 
tensor i s the necessary and sufficient condition for an even 
dimensional manifold to he a complex manifold. I t i s known 
that a necessary and sufficient condition for an even dimen-
sional manifold to he an almost complex manifold i s that the 
s t ructural group of the tangent bundle reduces to 0(n) . An 
almost complex manifold i s called a Kahler manifold, i f i t 
admits a Riemannian connection with respect to which the 
almost ocmiplex structure i s pa ra l l e l . 
In I960 S. Sasaki considered odd-dimensional manifolds, 
whose structural group of the tangent bundle can be reduced to 
U(n) X^, as odd-dimensional analogue of almost complex 
manifolds and called them Qlniopt oontact manifolds. He has 
shown that oa an almost contact manifold, there exists a 
globally defined triplet ((]>, ^  , '^  ) satisfying 
2 
(|) e -I 4- '^  0 j , 'n(J) « It ^(^) « 0, r|0 (j) « 0. 
As an analogue to Eahler condition, Sasaki put the 
following condition on an almost contact manifold 
i3j^)W « '7j(Y)X - g(X,Y)J , 
VThere g i s the Riemannian metric and D iaie Riemannian 
connection, and called i t a SasaMan manifold. 
ITalliBr (1955) has studied manifolds admitting two 
complementary distributions and has pointed out that on such 
manifolds, there exists a (1,1) tensor field whose square i s 
unity, and called them almost product manifolds. 
We have seen that almost contact and Sasakian mani-
folds are odd-dimensional analogues of almost complex and 
Kahler manifolds respectively. One looks for a structure 
vftiich i s analogous to almost product structure and has a 
close semblance with almost contact structure as well, then 
one i s lead to the definition of almost paracontact s truc-
tures [ 19 ] . 
In t h i s in t roductory chapter , we sha l l give a survey 
of t h i s development and some other r e s u l t s wtiich BXQ of 
relevence to our work i n sulisequent chapters* 
1.1 iIMOS$ PRODUCT IIAIIPOIiDS. 
A d i f fe ren t iah le manifold M of dimension n I s said 
t o be an almost product manifold i f i t admits a (l»1) tensor 
f i e l d P, Called an almost product s t ruc tu re sa t i s fy ing [38] 
2 
( t . 1 . 1 ) F « I . 
An almost product manifold M together with a 
Riemannian metric G sa t i s fy ing 
(1 .1 .2) G(P2, FSr) m G U , Y ) , 
is called an almost product metric manifold. If we put 
(1.1.5) 'F(X. I) « G(PX, Y), 
then P i s a symmetric t ensor . 
fhe following theorem gives the charac te r iza t ion of an 
almost product manifold [ 58 ] . 
IHBOREH 1.1.1. A necessary and sufflcleirt condition 
for an n-dimensional differentiable Tnanifold M to admit an 
almost product structure i s that the s t ructural group of the 
tangent bundle of M can be rediiced to 0(h) X O(n-h). 
fhe almost product structure P i s said to be i n t e -
grable i f [ 38 ] 
(1.1.4) [F,F](X^X)=[X,T]*[FX,FY]-P[X,PTJ-F[FX,T] « 0. 
An almost product metric manifold M(P,"S) is said to 
be almost product almost decomposable manifold if 
(1.1.5) ^V^W « 0, 
where D is the Riemannlan connection. 
Let M(P,&) be an almost product almost decomposable 
manifold. If ISie Ricci tensor R^ of M satisfies 
(1.1.6) R^(X,X) m aa(X,T) + ba(PX,Y) , 
then M i s called the seperately Einstein Bpace F 31 ] . 
1.2. AmOST PAEACOITTAOT MMIPOLDS. 
m »-dimenoional differentiable manifold i s said to be 
an ^ o s t paracontaot manifold If there exists a globally 
defined t r i p l e t ( 0»# t ' n ) on M, called an almogfc para-
contact gtmcture, satisfying 
2 
(1.2.1) (> .^  i-'noj , V J ^ * ''» ^fj^ "^  »^ "H** 4 « 0* 
For almost paracontaot manifolds, Sato C 19 ] lias 
obtained the following characterization. 
THEORM 1.2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for an n-dimentional differentiable manifold M to admit 
an almost paracontaot structure i s that the s t ructural group 
of "Itoe tangent bundle of M can be reduced to 0(h) XO(a-h-l) 
X 1. 
Almost paracontaot manifolds can be regarded as similar 
to almont product manifolds on one hand and to almost contact 
manifolds on the other hand. 
On an almost paracontaot manifold H((p, # » 'H )» there 
exists a Riemannian metric G satisfying [ 19 ] 
(1,2.2) a((>X,4)Y) « (J(X.T).rj(X)'7j(Y). G(X,^) « /r)(x). 
With th is metric M i s called an almost paracontaot metric 
manifold. If we put 
(1.2.3) <#(X,T) « G(03C» Y), 
then <^ i s eyrametric tensor. 
Ii©t M((^,0 t V ) l3e an alcaost paracontact manifold 
and l e t R denote the real l ine . Define a (1»1) tensor 
f ie ld J on M X a by 
d d 
(1.2.4) J(X, f —) « ((^X 4- i§ , 'r)(x) —), * 
de -—^  ' ds 
s being tiie coordinate in R and f a c - function on 
M XR. Then i t can be eas i ly verified that 
2 
(1.2.5) J « I , 
i.e., J defines an almost product structure Qn M X R. 
If we Calculate the Mijenhuis tensor of J on 
M X R, vis pr, J] by usinw the erprcBsion in (l.1.4)» 
we get four tensors on M given by f 22 j 
2 
Jf (X.I) « <|) [x,Y]+[^x4Y]-4[x»<^T]-4[teT]-.drj(x,Y)| 
H'(X,T) * (3) rj)(i).(D 'n)«)x)+(D ^)(«|T)-(D 'n)(x), 
/ ( X ) « (X|<))(X), 
A X ) « (X, '^n)(x) 
A. Sliarfuddin and S. I . Husaln have proved the 
follovdng [ 22 ] 
IHEORM 1.2.a. In an almoet payacontact manifold, 
/// 
i f any one of H and U vanish, then 13 vanishes. If H 
vanishes, then a l l the three tensors U , H and H 
Vanish, 
How, we s ta te the following result w5iich establishes 
the relationship between the in tegrabi l i ty condition of the 
induoed almost product structure on M X R and vanishing 
of H £ 22 ] . 
THBQRiM 1.2.3. 3iet Mtea differentiable manifold 
with an almost paracontact structure (^,^tV). 3?hen the 
almost product structure S on H X R defined by (1,2.4) 
i s integrable if and only i f IT « 0 holds good on M. 
An almost paracontact manifold Ui^f^^V) i s said 
*o "t»Q normal i f ST « 0, i . e . i f 
(1.2.6) [(),(^](X,Y) - dTj(x,T)^ « 0, 
where [(^, (>] is the Ki^enhuis tensjor of ()). 
3 
1,3. PABAOOHIAOT MD PARArSASilJCIill? MANIFOIDS. 
Let M(0,^ , ^ , G) be an almost paracontact metric 
manifold. IDhen i t i s called a Paracontact manifold, i f 
^1) 1^ i s closed 
(1.3.1) 
(ft) CDjrO^XY) + (]>y^)(X) a-2G((}>X, l ) . 
A. Sharfuddln and S. I . Husnla [ 22 ] , have given 
the following characterisation for paracontact manifolds. 
IHEORM 1.3.1. jfin almost paracontact metric manifold 
i s a paracontact manifold i f and only i f 
(1 .3.2) 3>xJ ts - <|)X , 
D being the Riemannian connection. 
An almost paracontact metric manifold M ( ( ^ , ^ , ^ , g) 
i s called a pararSasaklan manifolci i f ( J 20 ] , C 22 ] ) 
(1.3.3) (B2 (^))(Y) « 'rj(Y)X - 2 rj(X) ^ ( Y ) J • g(X,Y) 
ETery parar-Sasa3d.an manifold i s a paracontact manifold, but 
the converse i s not t rue . 
THBCEHK 1,3.2. In a para-Sasakia» manifold 
t J i ' ^ f C ) we have ( [ 2 0 ] , [ 2 2 ] ) . 
(1.3.4) D^J « -4^ 
(1.3.5) R(X,1)J o <niX)Y -o^CDX 
(1 .3 .6) R ( X , ^ )t m g(X,Y)^ - nrj(t)X 
<1.3.7) R, (X»^) « ( l -n) 'y | (X), 
\i4iere R and R, aye the Riemannian curvature end Ricci 
t tmsor, r e spec t ive ly . 
fhe Ricci t ensor R, on a para-Sasaki an manifold 
Sa t i s f i e s [ 23 ] 
(1 .3 .8) R,(<ttX, I ) = Rj(X, (|)I) 
(1 .3 .9 ) R,((^X, <JT) a R,(X»Y) - ( l -n ) rj(X) r j ( l ) . 
I f the Ricci tensor R , of a para-SanalcLan ©anlf old 
M ( ( j ) , ^ , r j , &) s a t i s f i e s 
(1 .3 .10) R,(X,T) » aG(X,l) ^ h 7^iX) ri(Y) , 
* 
then i t i s ca l led an Tl - S i n s t e i n manifold [ 23 ] . 
10 
1,4. HTPERStmF AOES. 
l e t M be an n-dlmensionaX differentiable manifold 
and l e t M be i t s orientable hyper surf ace. Let TM denote 
the tangent bundle of M and T^M the r e s t r i c t i on of the 
tangent bundle of M to that of M. If B denotes the 
different ial of the imbedding map i • M -* ffi, then B is 
a mapping f5?om TM to I^M. Let C g Tj^, but 0 j ^ ©f. 2hen 
C defines a vector field on M ithioh i s novitoere tangent 
to M. Since the map B i s regular* we can find a map 
B t 3?j^H ^IM and a 1-form C defined on M such that 
(of. [ 2 ] ) 
-1 -1 ^ 
B B « 1, BB m I-G 0 0 
• ""1 * 
(1.4.1) C B « B 0 « 0, 0 ( 0 ) m 1, 
irtiere I denote* the ident i ty on ifi or a?«M. 
If 0 i s a Riemannian metric on M, then G . Induzen 
a Riemannian metric g on H» given by 
(1.4.2) GKBX, BT) . g(x, T), 
ftoere throughout the thesis BX,Br denote the vector 
11 
fields on the enveloping manifold and Z,T,.... denote the 
vector fields on the hypersurface» 
Por a (1,1) tensor field 0 on M, we can always 
write 
(|)BX m WX + ^(X)C, 
(1.4.3) 
ndiere f is a (1,1) tensor field, ^n a l-foun, ^ a veotor 
field and A a 0*" function, all defined on K. If 9^  / 0, 
then M is called a non^invariant hyoersurfaoe of M and 
if Tl » 0, then M is called an invariant hyt>ersurface of 
H [10]. 
If D is a Riemannian connection on H, then it 
induces a Riemannian connection B on M such that 
(1.4.4) DjjBY m Wj^r ^h(X,l)G, 
and 
(1.4.5) B^C a «M(X) + w(X)C, 
where h and H are tensor fields of type (0,2) and (1,1) 
respectively, called the second fundamental forms of H and 
w is a 1~foatt on H defining the connection on the normal 
12 
bundle [ 4 1 . h and H are related "by 
(1.4.6) li(X,T) m g(HX,t) 
and h i s syranetrio tensor. 
Xf h or H vanishes, then the hypersurfaoe M Is 
said to be to ta l ly geodeslo and If H * i**!, then i t i s 
called totfli;iy urqhi^c [ 4 ] . 
If R and R denote the ciorvature tensor of H and 
U respectively, then by virtue of (1.4.4) and (1.4.5), we 
see that they are related by 
(1.4.7) R(HX,Br)BZ • B[R(X,T)Z + h(X,Z)H(T) 
- h(T,Z)H(X)]+ j(Bjjli)(T,2) 
- (D^)(X,Z) +h(T,Z) f(X) 
- h(X,Z) W(X)]o . 
1.9. iscasEmxo muEEsioirs. 
An imerBlon f of a Rieaannlan manifold (ii.g) int© 
another Rienannlan manifold (M, g) is oalled an isometrio 
13 
^mpftfe'fi^pn i f I t preserves tiie Riemannian metrics i . e . , 
(1.5.1) g(X,y) m Q(^ X, f^' T)of , 
iriiere f* denotes the different ial of ^ [ 13 ] . 
If a RlenianaiaB manifold (H,g) IB of constant our-
Tature Z, tlien i t s ciirvatiire i s given 1>y 
Let (M»g) be an n«dimensional Riemannian manifold 
which i s iflometrically immersed in an (n+1 )«^dimensional 
Riemannian manifold (Mi g) of constant otirvatiire K, 5Phen 
the Ouass and Codazai equations sxe f 15 ] 
(1.5.5) R(X,T)2 « k{g(T,2)X« g(X,Z)yi 
• g(AT,2)AX - g(AZ,Z)AY, 
(1.5.4) (DjiOd) • (lyO(X), 
^ e r e A is a ( I d ) tensor f ield associated with laie second 
fundamental fnxra and i s s^mimetrlc with respect to g. 
If trace of A vanishes, then the immersion i s called 
pinimal and i f A * 0, then I t i s called to t a l ly geodesic. 
14 
If the tensor A oan be expressed as a rea l diagonal 
matrix, then the immersion i s said to be proper., and i f 
rank A <, 1, then M i s said to be to ta l ly developable 
hypersurface of M [ 36 ] . 
CHAPTER I I 
'm 
Hn>ERSDRFAOES OP AI^TOSg SROPtlOg MANIFOLDS 
WW ^TwW 
If M Is an almost paracontact manifold, then It 
is known that M X R admits an almost product structure 
[ 19 ] . It was therefore natural to expect that any hyper-
surface of an almost product manifold should possess an 
induced almost paracontact structure. However, it is shown 
in this chapter that this is not true in general. Instead, 
the structure induced in a natural manner on any hypersur-
face of an almost product manifold is quite different frcaa 
the almost paracontact structure. 5hie structure neoned as 
(0»^ » ^  • ^  )-Btruoture has been studied in this chapter. 
2.1. HTI>ERSDRFACES Of MMOST mOWGT MAJTIPOgM). 
liet M be a hypersurfaoe of an almost product mani-
fold M with an almost product structure F. Then frat 
(1.4»3) we have 
(2.1.1) PBX « H^ X • r)(X)C , 
(2.1.2) FO « BJ 4- A c , 
16 
where 4 is a (1,1) tensor field, 'Tj a l-foaaa, d a 
specifio vector field and /^  a 0** real valued function 
on H« Applying P to equations (2.1.1) and (2.1,2) vre 
get 
2 
^ « I - 'r]0^ , 1]^ m ^?\r^ 
(2.1.3) 
(|>(J) « - ^ j 'n(j) « 1 - /\ ^ 
Ijoottng at these equations we^can immediately say 
that (•» ^ » 'H • ^ )«structure i s not in general an almost 
paraoontaot structure on M. However, tiiis fact becomes more 
evident by the following consideration. If ^ i s to define 
an almost paraoontaot structure on M, i t s rank must he 
(n*2), i^iich I s not true as shown hy "the following lemiBa. 
Vl^Mk 2 . 1 . 1 . If M i s the hypersurface of an almost 
product manifold M of dimension a, then the (1,1) tensor 
f ie ld (J appearing in (2,1.3) has rank n - 1 . 
PROOT. i e t X be an elgen vector of % correspon-
ding to elgen value U . tChen 
•x « /^x. 
2 




jaeo, from equation (2.1*3) wo hmd 
(2.t,5) X - ^(X)J • /^ X^* 
Pma equations (2.t.4) mA (2.t.5)f wo obtain 
2i»i0 tM eigen xraluoe of 4 ore /^, •I aM - t , wSiere 
•1 anfl -1 OP© repeatea, How to prove Itmt rank 0 • tt-1 # 
i t i s su^ioiajt to djow that 7v i(^  0, Suppoo© that /\ w0, 
Thsn £T(m ot^ation (2 •1.2) we obeorTO that HJ i s tangsat 
to M, i .e .f C i s nonsol to F0« Heaoe 
(2,U6) 0(FO,O) « 0 or F(C,0) e 0 #ior0 
F(X,I) m 0(3?X»t). 
Shis i s poseibX© for a xioasero 0 only i f 7 i s skew sjfWM* 
trio or eingolaTf which i s aever true for an alnost product 
manifold. Bsme ?\ A^t whioh conpletes ttie proof. 
tiMISii 2«U2. Xf ?\ » j^ If then iSns (1»1) tensor field 
() ag>paarin« in (2#t,1) define© an alHoot product etruoture 
on X* 
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KIOOF, For p e M, let f (H) denote the tangent 
spaoe to K at p« l e t ^.'^••••••^•'^•l*****^'^^* ^ t ^ 
^ a basis ©f tp(H)t wSJe^ e X^t*.,«.»3^ are eigea vootore 
of % oorreoponAlng to olsea value 1 and 3^ ^^ ^ #•••.« »^ n^-.2 
those oorreGpoMlng to eigea v^ue -1 • Since /\ «sr j^ i , 




from *ioli we got 'HCXj) « 0# Sli«s rj vaaleljes identically 
on aay basis of S^Cli), Henoet ^(x) « 0 fca? all Teotor 
fields X on n and wo ha^ re $ « I . fMc prove* the 
etatemeat* 
2,2. MAJTIPQL^ S 'n!m C^,^ , "H , 9\ )-i SSRIK33JBRB. 
t e have seen tai^.t the hyperetirface If o f an almost 
product aanifold M adiaits a structure given by equatloa 
(2*1«3). fhus i t seems worthwhile to study tSie oaaifold idth 
sueh a structure f*dch we do in this seotiea. 
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D:^IHITI01IS. Let M be an n-dlmensional differen-
t iab le manifold equipped with a quadraple (^fi*^* ^ ) 
where ^ is a ( i t l ) tensor f ie ld , 0 a vector f ield, fj 
a 1-foxia and ?\ a C*** real valued furujtion defined on M 
such that 
2 2 
(a) 41 « I - '>^  0 4 , (h) 71 ( J ) « 1 - :A 
(2 .2 .1) 
(c) r\o(|>« - /^r\ ) (d) (>( ^  ) « - /V# 
Then we ca l l such a quadraple a (0» # • ' ^ t ^ )-Btructure. 
If, in a manifold M with ((Ji,^ , ' ^ 1 , !A)-structure, 
there i s given a Riemannlan metric g siioh that 
(a) &i(^X, (j)T) « s(X,T) * on(X) 'n(Y), 
(2.2.2) 
(b) g(X, ^ ) « ^ (X) , 
then M i s called a wanlfold with (({>,#, '^ • >\ » g)-Btruo-
ture* 
LEMMA 2 .2 .1 . If M i s an n-dimensional differentiahle 
manifold wlt*i (<!># ^ t ^ » /\ » g)-structure, then 
(a) 3Jhe tensor ^ defined by c|>(x,Y) • g((|)X,T) 
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I s symmetric. 
(b) The eigen Talues of ^ are - A , 1 aM - 1 , 
where -% has M u l t i p l i c i t y one. 
PROOF. Follows hy simple c a l c u l a t i o n s . 
LMIiA 2 . 2 . 2 , At a point p © M, the (1»1) tennor 
f i e l j (J* can be represented as 
- 6 ^ 





• l e t <^X^».,. »3!!jj»^hj.i»• • •»^ '^^ it»2' S p\ ^® ^ SROOP 
h a s l s of the tangent space 3? (M). C a l c u l a t i n g the componants 
P 




6., f <9^* V 
n 







Hence, (J can be represented l o c a l l y as given i n ( 2 . 2 . 5 ) . 
RMAWC. We obserre t h a t , viien ?\ « 0 , a (0»^» '1 t ^ ) 
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struoture on M reduces to an almost paracontact structure 
and vfhen /N « jt 1» i t reduces to en almost product structure. 
SHEORBI 2*2,1, A necessary and sufficient condition 
for an n-dimensional differentiatole manifold M to admit a 
(<^ » 4 • ^ • ^ )-structure i s that the s t ructural groirp of 
the tangent huMle of I! redwes to 0(h) XO(»-h*l) X 1. 
SROOfi'. l e t I^ U ? denote the covering of M by 
co-ordinate nei/^hourhoods. If T^ , denotes-the tangent space 
of M at X Q U, then a basis of 1' i s of the form 
(e^, . . . .* ,e j^ ,e j j^ | , »®ji-.i'^^» ^®^^ e^ f . . . . . , e j j are 
eigen vectors of ^ corresponding to eigen value 1 and 
ejj_^^, »®»»1 those corresponding to eigen Value - 1 . If 
IT and tig are tsro inters^ecting co-ordinate neighbourhoods, 
then at each point x q V^ H tTg^  there are two bases of f^ 
namely (e^ » e^* • ^ ) in U^  and (e , e^'^ , ^ ) in 
Ug ( yu 13 1, ,h; 1^^ h + 1 , . . . . , n-1) * These t«ro bases 
transform as 
* 
e ^ «t Ayu e-^ • Oyu e - ^ * 
©yu* « D^* ©v • B^* e ^ * 
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How, since 
e/u » ^ V 
we ofetaln C^^^  m "Q^^* m 0 . 93IUB, the tranBformatlon matrix 











Let Q deiu>te the set of matrices of the form (2.2.4). 
Then it can easily he verified that GF is a Lie subgroup of 
the Ijie group (H»(n,R). Hence» the structural group of the 
tangent bundle of M reduces to S, i.e., to 0(h) X0(n-h-l)X1 
Let M be a manifold with (^ , t 'A I 9K )-structure 
and R be real line, Ve consider the product manifold H X R . 
i * N 
If X ( i « 1 ,2 , , . , , , n ) are local coordinates i n a coordinate 
nei^bourhood U of H, then U X R becomes a coordinate 
neighborhood of MX R with local coordinates (x , x**), 
frtiere x i s a coordinate system in R. We define a (1,1)-
tensor field 7 on H X R, with local components 
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L ^ ;^ 
where ^ , ^ find *>] • are locsaX ccanponaats of <^ t ^ and '^ 
3 
respeotlvely. I t i s easily seen that 
A B 
» 6Q , A,B,C « 1,2, . . • , ! ! , « » 
t h a t . i s , g i s an almost product stractiire on M X R. Prom 
(2.2.5) we note that 
P j a ^ , ^ B 'Tj pj^ a ^ ' ' and Jjj a ^ . 
ThJB Ki;;}enhuis tensor of the almost product structure 
P on M X R i s given l?r 
(2.2.6) B^ B - S ? « B J t - J * a B j t + ' ^ i ( « B ' | - « C ^ ' 
whose components, ly grouping their indices in two groups 
(1,2, ...» a) and ••, are found to he 
(2.2.7) »5k • tj »1 <^ - 1^  9X ^  * 4^ <9k<^ - *ii^ -^iOi-^y-^'lr 
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Sk iX 'k k 1 I5 '1 k 3 3 k k Ij 3 'k 
k 3 1 k k 1 3 1 k 3 3 k 
(2.2.7)d K^  - j \ l ^ * ^ , \ J - < ^ ^ ^ _ 
i 
If H « 0, then we say that ISie manifold M with 
C<l>» J f ^ • ^ )»Btructiire i s BTORMAIi. 
A 
We know that the Hi^enhuis tensor H sa t i s f i e s 
OB 
A B S A (2.2,8)a H F + M ? • 0 
OB B CB B 
A E A £ (2.2.8)11 Bf P • H f » 0. 
IB 0 CB B 
If we write down the componants of hoth sides of (2.2.8) fey 
grouping their indices in two groups (1,2, ,n) and ••, 
we get the following re la t ions . 
1 1 i 1 i i (2.2.9)a i r ( l > + i r ^ * ] f g - l T T I - 0 
3k 1 31k 3k-^ 3 Ik 
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k 3k 3 'k 
1 1 1 1 1 
(2 .2 .9)0 l I 0 * i r $ + H ^ * O 
k 1 I k kZD 
1 1 1 X I 1 
(2 .2 .9)d - H ^ + i r ^ • H + ; ? i H « 0 
4 1 31^^ 3 I 
(2 .2 .9 )e H r i • U ( J * / \ l f 
k a 1 k k 
(2.2*9)f - n r i + K ^ - 2 ; A f f i 'l ix3 i 
(2 .2 .9 )g 
1 1 
U ^ « 0 
1 ^ 




1 1 1 1 1 
Ik 3 j l k k Ij 3 1 
(2.2,10)b N ^ - H ^ + K T l ^ H - n - 0 
Ik 3 31 k k Ij i Ik 
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(2.2.10)0 H ^ - H ^ ^ / \ i r w O 
l i : 3 I k k 
± 1 i 1 ^ 1 
(2.2.to)d i r ^ + i r ^ - A K » O 
1 3 3 1 ^ 3 
1 1 
(2.2.10)© l T ^ - . ] f ^ + ; \ H « 0 
l k 3 I k k 
1 ^ ^ 
(2 .2 . io)f ff (^  + F ^ - ;^u 
1 3 3 1 ^ 3 
2 . 3 . HtPERSORPACBS OF AIMOSf PRODDCT MEIRIO MAJSTIPQLBS. 
K M * 
IHEORHtt 2.3.1. If M Is a hypereurface of a» almost 
product metric manifold M, then H admite a (<^»^»'^» ^ t s)' 
Btructiire. 
mooP. let P be the almost product structure of If 
and 0 the Riemannian metric. Then 
a(PBX, PBT) m a(BX, BT). 
If g is the induced metric on M, then by (1.4-.2) 
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g(X,T) - 0(B(|>X •r)(X)C, B(>I •r](t)c) 
1^ 1 ch gives 
(2.3.1) g(<^ X, lt>T) « g(X,T) -^(X) ^-jd). 
putting y B ^ In above equation we get 
2 
(2.3.2) g(0X, - : ^ J ) « g ( X , ^ ) - . '>^(X)(1 -? \ ) . 
We obeervB that the equation (2.3.2) i s satisfied if we take 
g(X, # ) » ''I(X), istoich proves the statement. 
IHECEBI 2.3.2. let M be the hypersurface of an almost 
product manifold M. Suppose that 
(i) 3?he almost product structure is integrable and 
( i i ) '^c^ " ^' 
Sfhen the induced (<j>» # t ''1 » ^ )-struoture on M is normal. 
I*ROCQ?. We have 
[F,p](BX»By) «P [BX,Brj+[PBX,l'BT]-p[s'ia:,Blj-FrBX,PBYJ. 
Using (2.1.1), (2.1.2), (1,4.4) and (1.4.5), we get after some 
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lengthy calculation 
fhe alaove equation pro ree the statement. 
TBrnKm. 2 ,5 .5 . If M Is the hypersiarface of att 
almost product almost deoomposahle manifold M» then 
(1 ) (Dxi))(ir) « h ( X , T ) ^ • ^^(T) H(2) 
( t l ) (Dx'?1)(Y) « ^h (X , t ) - h(X,^Y)^ rjiY) wCX)^  
where X) i s the induced connection on M. 
Hiooy, fe have 
tTsing (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) in ahove equation, ws get after 
some calculations 
(DgjP) (BT) - Bjtjj)) (T)-h(X, Y ) ^ . r|(T)H(X)U(5j v )^ (T) 
-.;\h(x,T) •h(x4Y) +rj(y) w(x)]c. 
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f h l s equation In Tlew of ( l . t . 4 ) proves the statement, 
2 ,4 . HSPERSURfACES OP ASMOSS mOWOf METOIC BIAJTIPQLD 
ifiTH Kn^ma smwuwE TENSOR, 
fHEQREBI 2«4«t, 3iet M(P,a) be an aliaoet product 
metr ic manifold with f k i l l i n g and l e t M be the hyper^ 
surface of M. If (4» ^ • "^ ? -^  • s) ( ^ ^ ± 1) i s the 
Induced s t ructure on M, then 0 i s K i l l i ng i f and only i f 
8 . i s t o t a l l y geodesic. 
IROQP. Let us put 
(2 .4 .1 ) PCBX.BY) m a(BX, PBT) 
and 
(2 .4 .2) <|>(X,T) « g(X, ^T) . 
How 
(Dj^) (T,Z) - D^g(T,^2) - g(]>xT, 0Z) • g ( 5 2, <t>t). 
Using (2 .1 .1 ) , ( 1 . 4 . 2 ) . (1.4*4) and (1 ,4 .5) we get 
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(Dxf>)<Y,Z) m D^aCBT, PBZ) - CKD^JBI, PBZ) 
- OCDgX^Z, FBr)-h(X,r) '?](0)-h(X,2) ^(Y) 
Thus 
(Dj ^ ) ( X , Z ) • ( B 2 ^ ) ( Y , Z ) 
« BX.0(BY,FBZ) • BY.G(BX, PB2) 
(PA 7) - f^^^BX^* "^^^^ * 0 ( D ^ Z , FBY) 
• G ( B g ^ , PBZ) > GCBJYBZ, f BX) j 
- 'n(Z)llU,Y)-.'n(X)h(Y,2)-2 7l(Y)h(X»2). 
Also 
(2'f'^) (2)g^)(By,BZ) B DjjjG(BY,FBZ) - G(B3jBy,yBZ)-G(DgjBZ,PBY). 
Since P i s KllllngjWe get from (2 ,4 .3) eja& (2 .4 .4) 
(2.4*5) (Dj<^)(Y,Z) • (i^<p)(K, Z) 
m - 7|(X)h(Y,2)-2 71(Y)h(2,X)-. ri(Z)MX,n. 
mm 
Thus, If M Is totally geodesic, i.e., h(XfY)^^> 
5t 
we get from (a.4.5) that ^ is Killing. 
Convereely, let $ be Killing. Then from (2,4.5) we 
get 
(2.4.6) 'rj(X)h(Y,E) + 2r|(T)h(X,Z) + '?l(Z)h(2,T) « 0. 
Put Z m 0 t then 
(2.4.7) li(X,t) m 
9\^^i b (T)h(X,#) •^(X)h(T, ^< r.J )]. 
Putting X « T «* ^  in the equation (2.4.6) we get 
(2.4.8) rj(z)h(^,^ ) « 3(^ "''^^14 • ^^* 
Put Z « "f in the aboim equation, fhen 
2 
4(^ - 1)h( 4 , J ) « 0. 
Since 9\ 1^ ± if we get 
(2.4.9) 11(4 . J ) 
Consequently, (2.4.8) giree 
0. 
(2.4.10) h( ^ , 2) « 0 for a l l 
and hence fran (2,4.7) we get 
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li(X,Y) m 0 , 
i . e . , M I s t o t a l l y geodeslo, vifeicli completes the proof, 
IHECBEM 2.4•S. I»et M ( F , G ) \>e an almost product 
metric manifold with P Ki l l i ng and l e t M(<^ ,^ , r j , ?\ , g) 
be a t o t a l l y geodesic hypersurface of M. 33xen ^ i s 
K i l l i n g i f w w 0» 
I»ROQP. Computing DgjjJ'O i n two ways we have 
(2.4.11) B j j ^ « B ( D 2 J - ^ H ( X ) ) +(h(X, J ) • ^ w(X))o 
and 
(2 .4 .12) B j g ^ « (Dj^ ) (C) - B^H(X)-g(HX,^)0 + w(X)B^ 
"f /\ w(X)0. 
Equations (2,4.11) and (2.4.12) and the f ac t tha t M 
i s t o t a l l y geodesic give 
(2.4.13) ( D ^ ) ( C ) » BDjjJ + w(X)B^ . 
ITow, since If i s Ki l l ing , , we get 
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B G(BT, ( D ^ ) (0 )) • a(lX. <3)^) (C )) 
How» i f w « 0# then 
0 » 0(BT, BBjj^ ) i' 0(BX, Wjp ) 
•• •• 
«= g(Y, D^^ ) • g(X# B y ^ ) 
« <D^r|)(T) • (By r j ) ( 2 ) . 
Hence the tiieorem Is proved. 
/ 
2.5 . BTVARlAJra HXPERSURFAOES OF AIiMOSiE PRODUCT MAITIPOLDS. 
We have seen that laxe hyper surf ace of an almost product 
manifold aflmlts a i^*^ • ^ » /^ )-structi ire. However, I t I s 
Interest ing to note that an invariant hypersurface of an almost 
product metric manifold admits an a33nost product metric s t ruc-
ture , fe he gin with the following. 
u 
liet M(F,G) be an almost product metric manifold and 
,g) be an invariant hypereurface of M. Since, taie hyper-
surface i s invariant, we have rj « 0. Hence equation (2.1,1) 
gives 
2 2 
(2.5.1) F BX « B0 X * M, 
which shows that 0 i s an almost product structure on M . 
Further, I f g i s the induced metric, we have 
g((t>X, 0y) • G(B0X, B()T) 
m ©(FBX, FBI) 
» a(BX, BT) 
• g(X, T)# 
fhus we have 
IHEQRBK 2,5.1. An invariant hypersurface of an almost 
product metric manifold carries a naturally induced almost 
product metric structure, 
fe now discuss the Integrablllty condition, fe have 
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[p,pI(B2,Br) - F [Bx,Brl+|?Bx,yBT|-p|pBx,Br| 
-PJJX^PBf] 
m f B[X,T|^(B^X,Bi)l|-I'(B(j)X,Bl|-F{HX,()Bfr 
« BOt>, JCX, T ) , 
which ehowB that I f the almost product Btruoture of M i s 
integrable, then eo i s the structure of M« 
l e t us compute ( D ^ ) ( B Y ) using (2 .1 .1) , (2 .1.2) , 
(1.4*4) and (1.4.5) , 
( D ^ ) ( B T ) * 3 > 5 ^ - ^ ( D ^ ^ ) 
« 3>2^T-.P(l5jT • h(X,T)C) 
• BDj(|)Y+h(X,(|>T)0-B|)(D^X)-h(X,T)(B^ • ?^  C) 
« B(D3j|l|>)(T)-h(X,Y)B^*(h(X,f)T)- Ah(X,T))0. 
fhuB, if the enveloping manifold M is almost product almost 
deoomposahle, then 
(2.5.2) i'k^)iY) - h(X,T)5 
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and 
(2.5.3) li(X,^Y) - P\h(X,T). 
Bbn.ce» we conclude that 
ajHEOlBK 2.5.2. An invariant hyper surface of an 
almost product almost decompoaable manifold la almost product 
almost decomposable manifold, if and only if it is totally 
geodesic, 
Iiet (Mt^) "be an almost product metric manifold and 
^(#» g) fee an invariant hypersurface of H, fhen using 
(2.1.1), (1.4.4) and (2.5.1), we get 
Sy^)(rfZ) m X.6(Y42)-g(Bjir,0Z)-g(5^2,<[>Y) 
« BX.0(By,fBZ)*<J(Bjg^-»h(X,T)C,Bj>2) 
-(j(Bj2^Z - li(X,Z)C, Bi)Y) 
which gives 
(2.5.4) (B^i>)(Y,z) • (D^Dim. m 
Hence, we have 
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fHBQRBH 2.5.3. If H((j), g) is an invariant hyper-
surf ac© of an almoBt product sietric manifold M(f, S), 
then ^ is EiUing if and only if 7 is Silling. 
HTPERSnRPACES OP mmST PARAOOHTACg MAMFCOuDS M3 
PARA»P«'8!ERU0gimE3 
Hypersurfaces of almost paracontact mandLfolds have 
been studied In th i s chapter and i t has been shown that when 
an invariant hjrpersurface i s such that the vector field '^ 
of the almost paracontact structure (4, ^ , "n ) i s every-
MJiiQTe tangent to i t then i t admits an almost paracontact 
s t ructure. Moreover, i t has also been shown that When B I S 
nowhere tangent to the hypersurface, (not necessarily inva-
r i an t ) then i t admits an almost product s t ructure . These 
considerations lead us to study a more general structure such 
that the almost paracontact structure and the almost product 
structure are i t s special cases. This generalized structure 
has been called ••Para*f-structure»•, and the present chapter 
s t a r t s with the definition, existence and the properties of 
th is s t ructure, and then deals with the study of the hypersur-
faces of almost paracontact manifold which can be endowed with 
Para-f-structure. 
3.1, PiRA-P-SmUCTURBS. 
Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold 
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endowed wi-fch a ( t ,1) tensor field f / 0 satisfying 
(3.1.1) f - f a 0, rank f w r , (0 < r j( n) 
then f i s called a para-f-etrttotnre of rank r , and M i s 
oeXled a ngra-f-manifold. 
Itet us put 
2 
(3.1.2) (j>«f and T « 1 - f , 
then we can easi ly see that 
2 
(3.1.3) 0 + Y^ » I» 0 ° f « y ^ « 0,' 
rank 4 w r , r ankT « n - r . 
!Ehe above equations indicate that the manifold in consideration 
has a ((j>, y )-Btructure of type (+, • ) and consequently we 
have the following f 17 3 . 
THEOREM 3.1.1» Let M he a different!able manifold 
with para-f-structure of rank r (a (<j), y ) - s t r u c t u r e of 
type (+ +)), Then there exis ts a pos i t i re definite RiemanniaA 
metric g over M such that 
2 2 2 2 
(3.1.4) g(#X,fT) m g(X.f T) • g(i'X.T) - g(f X, f T). 
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We ca l l such a metric g an associated Riemannian 
metric of para-f-structure. A pa^^a-f-manifold together with 
an associated Rieaannian metric g i s called a para-f-faetrio 
manifold. 
LfflBIA 3 .1 .1 . On a para-f-metric manifold, i f we 
define 
(3.1.5) P(X,T) o g(fX, X), 
then P i s syranetrio tensor of type (0,2) eM further that 
(5.1.6) F(fX,fy) « f(X, y ) . 
PROOF. Using (3.1.4.) and (3.1.5) we have 
2 
P(X,fY) » P(fX,T) + P(fT,X) - ^(fX, f T), 
2 2 2 2 
P(f X,f T) « P(f T, f X), 
F(fX, fY) m P ( f l , fX). 
Also we hare 
2 2 2 
p(fx,fT) m sit x,fr) m g(fx,Y) + g(fx,f y) - g(fx, t Y) 
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1 cG* 
F(fX, fT) « ^(X.Y). 
Similarly we can show tliat 
P(fY, fX) a F(T, X). 
Hence 
P(X,I) « F(T,X). 
For a para-f-manifold M, we have the following 
theorem, similar to the corresponding resul t on manifolds 
with ((>, y )-structure C 17 J , 
THBOREK 3»1.2. l»et M "be an n-dimensional different 
t i ab le manifold with para~f-structure of rank r . Then the 
s t ructural group of the tangent hundle of M can he reduced 
t o 0(h) XO(r-h) X0(n-2r) , Mftiere h i s the mult ipl ic i ty 
of the eigen vsalue 1 of f. The converse i s also t rue . 
As a consequence of ahove theorem we have the following 
THEORM 5.1.3. l e t M he an n-dimensional para-f-
manifold. 
(i) If rank f » n, then M i s an almost product 
manifold. 
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(11) If rank f « n -1 , taien M I s an alBost par»-
contaot manifold. 
5h© proof la obTtous by the fact that the s t ructural 
group of "the tangent bundle of M reduces to 0(h) XO(zh»h) 
in case (i) and to 0(h) XO(a-h-l) X I In case (11), ufaich 
are the necessary and sufficient conditions for M to be 
aliaoet product and almost paracontact manifolds respectively. 
LUaMA. 3.1<2. l e t M(f,g) be a para-f-manifold, fhen 













0 I _ . 
n»r, 
^ e r e Ij^ denotes Identity matrix of order h and h+h « r , 
PROOF, The proof i s immediate if wa refer f and g 
to a basis of the tangent space 5? (H) at a point p © M, 
which i s of the form (ep^ , Q^ , e-^-k ) ( ?\a 1 , , , . . .h , 
?\ « h + 1 , . . . . »r, ?\ * r-fl , ,n) fltoere e p^  » ® ;?\* and 
e ;?^ ** &x:e eigen vectors of f con?espondlng to elgen values 
1, -1 and 0 respectively. 
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3.2. HXPBRSDRPAOBS OS AmOS'S PARACONTACT BIAHIPQLDS. 
l e t M(0, ^ »'^ ) b© an n-dimeneional almost para-
contact manifold and M "be i t s orlentable hypeTauTfa.ce, In 
tshat follows, we only consider the hypersurfaoes M for 
wliioh "^ res t r ic ted to M i s everywdiere tangent to M or 
no^ere tangent to M. In the l a t t e r case, we may choose 
C and C appearing i n (1.4.1) to be ^ and 'n respec-
t ive ly , tlhenever a resu l t i s true for invariant hypersurfaces 
only we shall indicate so, otherwise the hypersurfaces consi-
dered are general ones and therefore can be non-inrariant 
also. 
(a) Ve fii 'st consider the case ndien ^ i s no#iere 
«• 
tangent to fit* 
a?HEORBM 3.2.1 . Suppose M i s a hypersurface of an 
almost paracontaot manifold M{<|), '^ , '>1 ) , with ^ no^ere 
tangent to M. 2hen M admits a para~f-struoture which 
reduces to an almost product s t ructure . 
IROOP. ?e define 
(3.2.1) f « B 0 B. 
a?hen f i s a (1,1) tensor field on M. Now computing 
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5 (f - f)(X), we get 
f (X) - fix) « B* 0 BB (|) IB* (^m - B 0 BX 
-1 » -1 2 » -1 
B <j>BX - C (^ BX)B ^ G • 0 (BX - ' > ^ ( B X ) ^ ) B (^ 0 
^ 0*«)BX) 0*^)0)B iW - B ()BX. 
Since ^ i s non^ere tangent "to M, we oan take C JS ^ 
and C e '^ , and get 
3 
f - f m 0, 
from vshioh I t follows that M admits a para-f-structure 
f w B"''(t) B . 
Also» since there exists no vector field X on M 
for vshich BX » '^ ^ rank f w n«1. Hence by Iheorran 
(3.1.3)» i t follows that M is an almost product manifold. 
iTHEORBH 3.2.2. l e t M((>, ^ • "0 ) be a normal almost 
paracontact manifold and l e t M "be hypersurface of H with 
^ nowhere tangent to M. Then laie induced almost product 
structure on M is integrable. 
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PROOF. Ihe Induced almost pK>duct structure oa M 
IB given by 
-1 
t «Bs B ({} 3 , 
We have 
[f.f]<X,T) « [x.TJ + [fZ.fx] - f[fX,T| • f[x,fY] 
« B [lX,BTJ+B [()]^,|)Br]-B (>[t>BX,Bfj 
-B <)[BX,^BT1 
- 1 . 2 
B" j <) [BX,BrJ+[i)B]C,<)BT]^ [<)BX,BTj 
« B" I [M](BX,BT) • 1^  ([BX.BY])-^] 
« B ^ [0,0j(BX,By) - d-)^(BX,BT)^} 
• B j^ 0 j - » 0, 
since M i s normal. 3Ihus the Induced almost product structure 
Is Integrable, 
We now consider the case of the 'rotation fA* of an 
almost paracontact structure, Por this the existence of certain 
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tensor field Is required that essential ly produces the 
ro ta t ion. 
We state the follotwing theorem Idle proof of vidiich i s 
similar to that of ( £ 2 } , p* 357). 
TEEOBM 3 .2,3. l e t M((^,^ »'H ) be an almost para-
contaot manifold, Then for every non-vanishing vector field 
"^ on M, Ti^ch i s noM^ere in the ^ -direct ion, there 
exis ts a non-singular tensor f ie ld U. of type (1»1$ such 
that 
JHEQRiSSI 3t2.4. 5iven an almost paracontact manifold 
M(p, -^ , "^ ) , and given a vector f ie ld -^ on M, ^ i o h i s 
notjhere in the direction of ^ , 4hen M admits another 
almost paracontact structure «>, \/f ^ ) , vdiexe 
(3.2.2) <^(x) « /^ '0 MX. 'y\ix) - r|( ^ x), 
/^ being the rotation ^^ * ^ 
IROQP, It can be easily verified that 
2 / 
•' « I - -^ 0^ ' . ^ \4) . 0, -^(4.) - 1. -^0 4' . 0. 
which proves the statement. 
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In Tlew of the above result, Iheorem (3*2.1) can b'e 
stated in the following more general form. 
<m 
aiHEQREK (3.2,1)*. Suppose M i s a hyper surf aoe of 
an almost paracontaot manifold M((^ , ^ , ' n ) , suoh that 
there exists a non-vanishing vector f ie ld ^^ on M, vdiich 
i s nonidiere in the direction of ^ and vftiich res t r ic ted to 
H i s neithere tangent to M. Then M has an almost product 
structure given by 
(3.2.3) f « B /LC' ([» /A B. 
REMAEK. ItB-t M((|), ^ , 'Vj , (}) be an almost paracontact 
metric maaifold. If we defined s ' by 
l/ (ZfJ) « eK yUX, p Y ) 
for vector fields X,Y on M, then it can be easily verified 
that (<^ » ^  » '>! » 0) is an almost paracontact metric structure 
on H. 
«IHi 
THEORY 3.2.5. Iiet M be a hypersurface of an almost 
paracontact metric manifold M((^ , "^  , '>n , G) and l e t >^  be 
nowhere tangent to If. Then M i s an almost product metric 
manifold. 
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^OOF. We know frcia Theorem (3,2,1) , tha t under 
the given si tuation M admits an almost product structure 
f given by 
-1 
f B B 0 B. 
If g is the Riemanaian metric on M induced by the metric 
G, then we have 
g(fX,fT) w Q(BfX, BfT) 
—1 —I 
m a(BB 0BX, BB <>Br) 
m a((^BX, 0BY) 
m &(BX, BT) 
« g(X, T ) . 
Hence M i s an almost product metric manifold. 
(b) ITow le t us study the hypersurf ace of an almost 
paracontact manifold M((^ , ^ . ' ^ ) , for wdxich ^ i s every-
where tangent to i t , Ve begin with s 
THEORM 3«2,6, If H i s an invariant hypersurf ace of 
an almost paracontact manifold M((f^  -^ , '>^  ) with • ^ 
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everywhere tangent to M, then M aitoitB a para-f-stractur© 
which reduces to an almost paracontact s t ructure . 
moof* Since M i s an invariant hypersurface of M, 
we have from (1.4.3) 
^m « BfX, 
where f is a (1»1) tensor field on M. Thus we have 
3 2 
B(f X - fX) « 0 BfX - BfX a 0, 
3 *" 
and since B i s non-singular w© get f - f « 0 . Hence M 
admits a para-f-structure. Further since ^ i s tangent 
to Mr there exis ts a vector f ie ld X^  on M such that 
!l?hen we have 
EfX^ « 0BX^  m ^-^ « 0, 
i«*iich gives fX^ •• 0 . Hence, rank f » n«2 and ccnsequently 
hy Theorem (3.1.3)* the para-f-structure reduces to an almost 
paracontact s t ructure. 
SHBOiai 3 .2 ,7 . Suppose M i s an invariant hypersurfaoS 
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of en almost paracontact metric manifold M(<t), ^ , r] , 0) 
aJJd l e t ^ be everys^iea-e tangent to M« Then M i s an 
almost paracontaot metr ie manifold, 
HIOOP, from Theorem ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) , we in fe r that M 
admits an almost paracontact s t ruc tu re and i n fac t t h i s 
almost paracontact s t r u c t u r e i i s (ft ^ » "H )» isteere 
Let g be the induced metric on M by S. Ihen we 
have 
g(fX,fT) « dCBfX, BfY) 
« (J<(^ BX, $BY) 
« (J<HX,BY) - ^(BX) rj(BT) 
« g(X,T) - ^ X ) r | ( Y ) . 
Also 
g(X, ^ ) « G(1X,B^ ) . S(BX. ^ ) « ''^(BX) « -^ (X). 
/ / 
Heme (f, ^ , '>^  , g) i s an almost paracontact metric struo* 
ture on H. 
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THEORiH 3.2.8. If M Is an invariant liypereurfaoe 
of a normal almost paracontact manifold M((|), *^  , 'TJ ) yrith 
^ everyvftiere tangent to M, then M i s also a normal 
almost paraoontaot manifold. 
'PROOF, Prom Theorem (3.2.7)f we see that M admits 
an almost paracontact structure (f» ^% '^ ) . How using 0'4-V 
vm get 
* 4f[BX,Bl] • [(|)BX,i)BY] • (>[BX,<)Br] 
- <|)[<)BX,BYJ -{(D^'^)(Br)-(Dgy-r))(BX)J? 
2 
m Bf [X,TJ + B[fX,ff| - Bf[x,fT] ~ Bf[fX,Yl 
-{(B^'^HY) . (B/]HX)} B^' 
i . e . 
[({>,(>](BX,BT)-dr](lx.BY)^ « B ^ [ J , f](X,T)-dV]'(X,Y)}^'. 
Hence if M is normal, then M is also normal. 
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3.3. HyPERSORPACES OP PiEA00H!PA01D fUmFQLDS. 
In th is section we study the hypersurfaces of para-
oontact manifolds. We begin with 
IHEQRM 3.3. t . Iiet M he a hypersiirface of a para-
contact manifold 15(0, ^  , /] , §) with ^ nowhere tangent 
to M. HSien %e second fUnd^^ntal form H of M heoomes 
almost product structure of M. 
PEOCF. By Kieorem ( 2 . 1 . 0 K admits an almost product 
structure f given by 
-1 
f « S (i) B. 
Since M is paracontaot manlfold^we have 
Bgj^ m -4»BX. 
lalcing C o ^ and 0 «'v^ in (1,4.1) , the abo^ equation 
takes the fora 
~1 
-BH(X) • w(X)^ « -4B3C « -BB (^BX « -BfX. 
which gives 
t m E and w « 0, 
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THEOREM 3.3.2. If M Is an InvarlaJit hyperemrfaoe 
I 
of a paraoontact manifold M(0,^ , ' ^ , d) with. ^ every-
where tangent to M, then M is a paracontact manifold. 
EROOP, from fheorem (5,2.7) , i t follows the* M i s 
an almost paracontact metric manifold Tslth structxire tensors 
(f, "^ t'^ f g) . How since M is paracontact manifold, TO have 
I . e . 
which fe|r virtue of (1,4.4) gives 
% ' *h<X.^^)C «.BfX. 
-1 
Operating B on above equation we get 
Bj"^ » -fX, 
which shows that (f, ^  , T| , g) is a paracontact structure on 
i. 
3.4. HXSERSORPAOES OB PARASASAKUJI MAJJIFOIDS. 
Suppose M is a hypersurface of a para-Sasalcian manifold 
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M(^t ^ t 7^ , Qt), If ^ i s novHasre tangent to M, then by 
Iheorem (3.2»4)t M i s an almost product metric manifold 
with almost product struetur© S given by 
B 
Taking C » '^ and 0 o TJ and using (1.4.1)» we get 
tt D^(BB (fBT) - (KBD^I ^ h(X,T)^ ) 
« B DjfT • h(X,fI)^ - Bf (Bj^ T) 
m B(Dyf)(Y) * h(X, fY)^ . 
Howt sinoo ^^ (HX) » 0 and M i s a para^Sasalcian manifold 
we have ' 
0(BX, BY) « B(D3jf)(Y) + h(X,fY)'^ , 
Equating tangential and normal oomponants, we get 
(Djf)(Y) « 0. 
Ihus we have 
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fmCBM 3 .4 .1 . If M is a hyper surf ace of a para-
Sasaldan manifold M((|), ^ » 'T| ^ 0) with ^ nowhere tan-
gent to M, then M 1B an almost product almost deoompo-
sahle manifold. 
lastly^w© prove the following . 
fHBORM 3.4.4. If M is a hypersurface of a para-
Sasaklan manifold M(^, ^ • ' ^ » CS) of constant curvature, 
with ^ nowftiere tangent to M, then M i s seperately 
Einstein spape. 
PROOF. Prom theorem (5.4.3)» i t follows that M 
is an almost product almost decompoeahle manifold. Also, 
since every parar-Sasakian manifold i s a paraoontact manifold, 
i t follows from theorem (3.3.2) , that the second funda-
mental form H coincides wa.th the almost product structure 
•AM 
f of M, and w « 0. 3?hUfi we have 
(3.4.1) (iBjh)(T,2) • 0. 
If R and R denote the curvature tensors of M and 
M respectively, then equation (1.4.7) taJces the fotti 
(3.4.2) R(BX,BY)BZ « B[R(X,T)Z4.g(fT,Z)fX-.g(fX,Z)fT] 
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Suppose M is of constant curvature Ic* Then from (1.5.2), 
w© hav© 
R(BX,BT)B2 « 1S:{G(BI,BZ)BX - 0(BX,BZ)BlJ 
tt k B[g(T,Z)X - g(X,Z)T]. 
Comljining (3^.4j.2) and (3.4.5) we get 
R(X,Y)Z « lc[g(T,Z)X - g(X,Z)T] 4- g(fX,Z)fT - g(fY,S)fX, 
Contracting abo"vs equation in X we get 
R^(t,2) «k(n-2)g(T,Z) + g(r,Z) -fig(fX,Z) 
where n w dim M and © « tra ce of f. Hence, we have 
R^(X,Z) « k(n-l) g(Y,Z) - 9g(ft.2), 
which hy virtue of (1.1.6) proves the theorem. 
OHAPTER <- l y 
ISQMETRIO msmSlOK OP PARASASAKIM MAITIFOLDS 
m 'RlMA^m.M MMIFOLBS OF G0ffSfM3? OIiRVA!l?imE 
In t h i s chapter we have studied the para-SasaJklan 
manifolds i somet r ica l ly immersed in Riemannian manifolds 
of constant curvature . I t i s qui te i n t e r e s t i n g to note 
tha t tjhen para-Sasaki an maaifolds are immersed in RiemanniaA 
manifolds of constant curvature c i / -1» then they are 
necessa r i ly of constant curvature -1 ( Iheo . 4 . 3 . 2 ) . However, 
t h i s asse r t ion i s not t rue for tJie case 0 a -1 and to make 
i t valid for t h i s case a l so , we have to put a cons t ra in t on 
the immersion as shown i n Theorem (4.5.3) • 
4 . 1 . SOME OOKDIflOBS (M (EHB GURTAHJRE TENSORS OP 
PARA-SASAKIAir MAHIPOIDS. 
The curvature transformation R(X,Y) ac t s on ttie 
tensor algebra as a de r iva t ion . The conditions R(X,Y).R m 0 
and R(X,Y).R, « 0 have been studied by ITomizu C H ] and 
Tanno [ 34 1 respec t ive ly , fe begin with the following 
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IHEORBI 4*1.1 • l a a parar-Sasakiaa manifold 
M((|>» ^ f 'n » g) tHe following conditions a^e equivalent. 
(a) M i s of constant cu r^ tu re - t* 
(b) M iB locally Byimaetric, that , i s DR « 0, 
(c) R(X,t).ll * 0, 
(d) R(X, ^ ) .R « 0. 
HIOOP, It 18 clear that (a) - ("b) - (c) ^  (d), How, 
suppose that (d) holds. Then 
(4.1.1) R(X.^)<R(ir,V)W)-.R<R(X,'^)t]r,t)W * R(0,R(X»^)V)W 
-R(Tr.7)(R(X,^)W) « 0. 
putting ly » ^ In (4.1.1) and using (1.3.5) and (1 ,3 .6) , 
we get after some calculation 
R(X,V)W « -{g(T.W)X. g(X,W)?J , 
which shows that M Is of constant currature - 1 , This com-
pletes the proof. 
IHECEia 4.1.2 , In a para^Sasalclan manifold M(4,^ ,*>] tg)f 
th© following conditions are equivalent. 
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(a) M Is an Eineteln space, tlhat i s , R^  « ag» 
( b) She Ricci curvature tensor i s pgcrallel, that 
I s , m tt 0, 
(o) R(X,Y).R^ m 0, 
(d) R(x, ^ ) a ^ 6 0. 
fROOP! It is easily seen that (a) - (b) •* (o) -^  (d). 
Nowt suppose that (d) holds. Ihen we have 
(4.1.2) R^(R(X, ^  )Y,Z) • R^(T,R(X, ^  )2) « 0. 
^ t t i n g Z » ^ in ahoVB equation and using (1.3.6) and (1.3.7) 
we get 
(1-n?](R(X,^)X) —R,(T,X) •T|(X)R,(T, ^ ) « 0 
and consequently 
(4.1.3) R^(X,Y) . (1-.n)g(X,T), 
iriiich shows that; M i s an Einstein space. Hence the theorem 
is proved. 
We now prove the following theorem, which gives a 
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charaoterizatiott of ^ -Einstein manifolds in terms of 
curvature conditions. 
THE0RB5 4 .1 .5 . A para-Sasakian manifold M(^,f fn ,g) 
i s an 'n*-Einstein manifold i f and only if 
(4.1.4) <3R(X,Y).R^ XU.Y) « b['yj(T)g(Hr)+ TjdDgCl.T)] "^(X) 
-D['^(7)g(X.0)^ Y^)g(X.T)] '^(Y) 
for some real valued function To on M. 
PROOF, If M is an -Binetein manifold, then 
from <1.3.5) and (1.3.10) we have 
(R(X,T).R,)(ir,T) « -.R,(R(X,Y)tr,T) - R,(tl,R(X,T)T) 
« -[b r](T) rj(R(x,T)u)+i>'>)(n) 'n(R(x,T)T)J 
« t >)(v)fn(x)g(T,u)-')^(t)g(x,ir)] 
• b^(tJ)[7j(X)g(T,fJ)«'n(Y)g(X,7)J, 
which shows that (4.1.4) holds. 
Oonwereely suppose that (4.1.4) holds, !0hen 
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which 1)1 consequence of (1,3.6) and (t.3«7) girq? 
-R^(U,X)-».(l-n)g(X,U) « l)[g(X,I3f)-'^^(ir) "^  (X)] . 
Hence we have 
R^  (X,IT) e (-b+1-a)g(X,V) • 1> '>1(U) "^(X) 
which shows that M i s an '>n-BinBtein manifold. 
fhe above theorem can also be stated as 
3?HEORE3if 4 .1 .4 . A paTa-SasaJclan manifold M (^, 5^  , T] , g) 
i s an •n*-Einsteln space if and oxay i f 
(4.1.5) (R( ^ ,X).R,)(IT,7) « -bCD^  <|>)(0,V), 
T^^ ere ^(X,Y) « g(0X,T) and h i s real Valued function on 
Finally we oompute the Value of (^CR(X,T)<>2;) in the 
following 
THEORia 4 .1 .5 . In a para-SasaUan manifold M<^,^ •'^ ,g), 
we have 
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(|)R(X,T)i) o XAt - 4>X/\0X • R(X,Y) • 2R(X,y) 00 0^ , 
where 
(XAT)2 « g(Y,Z)X - g(X,2f)I. 
HIOOF, Assime that X,t,2 are local vector fields 
such that (BX) « (j^ Y) ts (HZ) « 0 for a fixed point 
Jr «^ JB* 
p g M. The Ricol identi ty for (j) i s 
from VDhich at the point p , we have 
-R(X,t)4z + (^(R(X,Y)Z) m Bj((Dy^)(Z)) - ©^((D^) (Z)), 
tJsing (1.3.3) and (1.3.4) in the above equation we get after 
some calculations 
-R(X,Y)^Z • K R ( X , Y ) Z ) m [g(X,Z)(^Y - g(y,Z)()d 
+a^ [g«)X.Z) •>|(Y)-6«)Y,Z)7J(X)J 
^^  2'5^<Z)['>](Y)(JX-'>1(X)()Y} 
+ [g(<)Y,Z)X- g(()X,Z)Y). 
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Operating ^ on the above equation and using ( l . 2 . t ) we 
get the re qui IB d re suit» 
4 . 2 . PARAr-SASAKlA^ MAJTIFOLDS ISOMETRICAHiY IMME5RSED 
IN A RUSUIfHlAJf MANIFOH) OF CONSTAT OORTAOMmE - I . 
l e t M(^, ^ , 'n , g) be an n-dlmeneional para-Se^akian 
maOLifold whioh i s inometr tca l ly immersed i n an (n>1)--dimen-
s iona l Kiemannian manifold M of constant cux'vature - 1 . Then, 
as in (1 .5 .3) and (1.5.4) the Guaes ^ d Godasizi equations sire 
(4 .2 .1) R(X,7)Z « - {g(ir,2)X-.g(X,S)T}> g(At,E)AX-g(AX,2)Ay 
(4 .2 .2) (DjA)(T)« (ByA)(X), 
where A i s (1,1) tensor f i e ld associated with the second 
fundamental form. We recal.l here tha t when t race of A vani-
shes, then the immersion i s cal led minimal and vftien A » 0 , 
i t i s Called t o t a l l y geodesic, 
2HE0KEK 4 . 2 . 1 . An inmersion of a para-SasakLan manifold 
M(|>t?,'']» ^ ) in a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature -1 
i s minimal i f and only i f A<^ «= 0* 
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PROOF. Contracting equation (4-2.1) in Y, we get 
2 
-E^(X,2) « (i^l)g(X,2)+g(A X,Z)-lig(lX,2), 
where h i s the trace of A. 
Putting Z m ^ in the abcve ectuatlon and using 
(1 .3 .7) , we get 
hsiU, ^ ) « g(AX, A ^ ) 
which in^liee 
a ^ ts h ^ . 
Prom vdxich i t follows that b « 0 i f and only i f A e * 0. 
COROliiRT* 4 . 2 . 1 . If an 2k-dimenslonal para-Sasalcian 
manifold M(^, ^ » '^ » s) i s iansersed in a Siemannian manifold 
of constant curvature - 1 , then 
2 2 
hA - A - h^ JAJJ) •• ^A 0 a 0. 
moOP. Contracting equabion (4.2.1) in X, we get 
2 
(4.2.0) R^d.Z) « -(n-.1)g(T,Z)+hg(AT,Z) - g(A T, Z). 
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Replacing T aad 2 by ^1 and ^Y respeotlrely in the 
alsovB equation and using ( l .3 .9 ) t ^ ge* 
2 
(4.2.4) R^(T.Z) • -(n-l)g(T,Z)4.hg(Ai)Y,(l)2)-gU (|>Y,<)>2). 
From (4.2,3) attd (4.2.4) vm have 





- A - hf)AfJ» + 0A ^^  « 0 
OQROliLAJlt 4 .2 .2 . If the innnersion of a para-Saoaldan 
manifold in a Rieraannian manifold of constant curvature -1 
i s to ta l ly geodesic, then i t s scalar curvature i s constnat 
and equal to -ti(n--l). 
KROOF. Contracting equation (4.2.3) in Y and 2 
and denoting the scalar curvature by r , we have 
2 2 
r « -i i(a-l) f h - trace A . 
How, if the immersion is totally geodesic, i.e. A « 0, 
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then WB have 
r B -n(n-1) , 
which proves the statemont* 
4 . 3 . ?ARA-SA3^IM MAirXFOiDS ISOMB'nilCAIil.T UffiEHSBD 
-m A nimx^num mmisois) OF comjTAFT OURVAIDDRE C 
Itet M(^, ^ , 'n , g) be aa n-dijnensional para-
Sasakien manifold (a > 2), isometrically ismiersed in an ' 
(n+1 )«diinenHionol Riemannian manifold M of constant cur-
vature C. "Ihemthe G-uass and Oodazzl equations sere 
(4.3.1) R(X,y)Z « C[g(X,S)X " g(Z,2)Y| > g(AT,Z)A(X) 
- f;(AX,Z)AX 
(4.3.2) (BxA)(T) e (DyA)(X). 
Contraoting equation (4.3.1) in Y we set 
'J 
(4.3.3) -B^(X,a) « -0(Ti-l)g(X,B)4.g(A X,S)-hg(AZ,Z). 
Putting 2 « ^  in (4.3.5) and ucing (l.3.7)f we get 
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(4 .3 .4) (n-l)'V](X) « -C(ii^l) ')](2) *Tj(AX) -b'^^CAX). 
I f WB pxit I a Z « ^ i n ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) , then 
(4 .3 .5) (14C)^*^(X)'% - X } - ' ^ ( A ^ ) A X + 'n(AZ)A^ « 0 . 
We now proTO the following, 
lEDSORHJ 4 . 3 . 1 . If ^ i s not an eigsn vector of A 
then C « -1 cnS ^ ~ ae^ > he^ , TRdiere Ae^  « ?l e^ 
( ^ ;^  0) and Aer, « 0. 
KlOOl. liet e^ ^Ci « 1, . . . * . n ) he a nn l t e lsen vector 
1 
of A at p G ^ ^^^^' "^ -^^ t Ae^ ^ « /^ C ®f • P^^ l^  ^ « a e^ 
i 
where a are conatantg. Since ^ I s not an elgen vectors 
i 1 2 r 
of A» at l e a s t two of a are non-sero. Let a ,a , . . . » a 
toe non-sero. I f we put X «= e^ i n ( 4 . 3 . 4 ) , v^e gat 
But s ince g( ^ , ^ i ) ;^  0* i ' e . f '^(e^^) ;^  0 , we get 
^1 
(4 .3 .e ) (C • 1 ) (n - l ) - ^ ; + :;\;h « 0 . 
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This being qtiadratio equation I n /^: shows tha t ^ ^ , . . . , ; : \ 
caa talce at most two Talues say /\ and M. and therefore 
wo may assiaae / ^ ^ K ^2 *^ ** / ^ g « . ^ ( s < r ) and 
^B+1 " • • • • • * ^T*' h * Clear ly equation (4.5.6) ind ica tes 
t ha t Q\ ^ u and 
(4 .3 .7 ) ?i M«-.(o + 1 ) ( n - 1 ) , 
By a change of eigea vectors we can assmae "E » ae^+he^f 
Ae^  as ^ e^ and AOg r= ^ eg* \*iere a + b" » 1 # a >» 0 , b / 0 . 
Pu t t ing X « e^ i n ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) , we have 
(t*C) ^•y)(e^)(ae^^be2) - ©i J ^ ' ^ C ^ ae^ + ^ b e ^ ) ;\ e^ 
+ ^ '^ (e^)( ?l aei + p b S g ) « 0 , 
which gives 
(l+C) X (a - D e ^ + abej^ - y ^ a • b / \ / ^ } e^ 
2. 2 
-f /\ a e^ -• ^jkabsg » 0 . 
faking inner product of the above equation with e^, we get 
2 2 




b (1 + C ) ( a - 2) « 0 . 
Since n > 2 , we get C « - 1 , 
IHEORM 4 . 3 . 2 . Let a PaXa-Sasakian manifold 
n((^» ^ ,'>n , g) l)e isometric a l l y immersed i n a Riemaiaiian 
manifold of constant curvature 0 j ^ - 1 , Then M i s of 
constant curvature - 1 . 
PROOF. Since C >S - 1 , tjy Theorem (4 .3 .1) ^ i s an 
eigen vector of A and therefore l e t A ^ = 2 i ^ . Bet e 
be a vector orghogoneJL to ^ . Then from ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) , we get 
-(1+C)e - ^ Ae -f SSTjCAe)"^ « 0 , 
But 
'^^(Ae) « g(Ae, ^ ) « g(e , A ^ ) » ^ g (e , ^ ) « 0 
and hence 
(1 4- C)e • tii Ae ee 0 
from which we conclude that ri^ i^ 0 as C /S - 1 , Hence, 
( 4 . 3 . 8 ) Ae • — (1 4- 0)e , 
3> 
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l , e . e iB an elgen vector of A. 
How, putting X « e and Y « ^ in (4*3.2) we have 
(4.5.9) ( D ^ ^ ) ( ^ ) + (D •:i (l4C))e +^-^-1. / ' (1+0)] Dfi 
-A[e, ^ j - ol (1+C)|[e, ^ j a 0. 
J^o also have 
g ( [ e , ^ ] , ^ ) « gCD^^ - D e, ^ ) » 
v ^ c h in Consequence of (1.3*4) gives 
g({e» ^ ] , ^ ) " 0. 
fhis shows that \9t ^ ] i s orthogonal to "^ and thus by 
the sfflcte argument as in (4.3.7) we get 
(4.3.10) AJe, ^ J « - ^ ( l 4 C ) [ e , ^ ] 
and consequently (4.3.9) 1)60011168 
(4.3.t1) (D^^ ) ^ • (I^"^^\l40)e-[a>+^'(l4C)j(|)e « 0. 
JDaking the inner product of above equation with -^ , wo get 
Dg2J « 0 . 
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S M B Implies that D ts constant and vftiich, i n conseq^uence of 
( 4 . 3 , 8 ) , shows that M i s t o t a l l y umbil ic . Using t h i s i n 
(4 .3 . l ) f vsie get 
R(X,Y)Z « - |g(T,Z)X - g(X,Z)YJ , 
t ha t i s , M i s of constant curvature - 1 . 
THEORai 4 . 3 . 3 . If the ifflmersion of a para*Sasa3cia» 
manifold 1 in a Riemannian maiiifold M of constant cur -
vature -1 i s not minimal, then M i s of constant curvature 
- 1 . 
PROOF. I f ^ i s not an eigen Vector of A a t p e M, 
then by IHieorem ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) , H «* a®-} + ^ g ^^ A ^ « a Pi e^» 
( a , h , 7\ ;^  0 ) . Using t h i s i n ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) , we get 
AX = ^ g ( X , e^)e^. 
Put t ing t h i s in ( 4 .3 .1 ) , we get 
R(X,Y)Z = 'g (X,Z)Y- g(T,Z)X 
which shows that M i s of constant curvature - 1 . 
Wow, i f ^ i s an eigen vector of A, tha t i s . 
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t hen by Theorem (4-.2.1) 2^  >S o aflcl (4 .5 .5) Implies 
AX « ^g (X , ^ ) - ^ 
Asaln, with the sama arguraent we observe that H i s of 
constant curvature - 1 . This completes the proof. 
OHAPgER V 
PSMJDO-PARA^ SASAKlAJf MAFIP0I.D3 
In th i s chapter, TO study PaTa-Sasaklaa manifolds 
with pseudo Rlemannian me t r i o . Ite have also considered the 
ieometrio immersions of Pseudo :iParar*Sasa3ci{^ manifolds in 
Euclidean spaces, as well as the i r isometrie Immersions 
in pseudo Riemannlaa manifolds of constant currature. 
5 .1 . PSBODO-PARA-SASiKIAHF MAIIF QSDS. 
Let M(^, "^ , '^ ) be an almost paracontact manifold 
and l e t g be a pseudo Riemannian metric ( i . e . , a non-
degenerate bil inear form) defined on M, such that 
(5.1) g ( ^ , ^ ) . Q^^U) « e g (q , X), 
sm, <^T) - g(x,Y) - e-yjd) r|(Y), e « ^ 1. 
fhen we shaH caH M an almost paTaoontact pseudo metric 
manifold or manifold vsith ((J), "^  , '>i , g, ©)-structure. 
Further I f M I s almost paracontact pseudo metr ic 
aaaif©M &x^ i t a l so s a t i s f i e s 
(5 .1 .2 ) dT|(X.T) - 0 , (J>£])(r) «-g(4)X, T), 
iK&ere D i s Rlemannlan ofiimectlon of g, then M i s ca l led 
psGudo paracontact manifold. 
An almost paacacontact pseudo metric manifold 
H(i>, ^ j * ^ » g» e) i s said t o lie pseudo para-SasaJcian mani-
fold i f 
(5 .1 .3 ) (B^<))(I) «e 'n ( i )x -2e '^ (X) ' )^ (Y) '^ -^ g(X,T)'f , 
where B i s Riemannion connection of g. 
Now w8 shal l show tha t we can take g « 1, i n the 
above de f in i t ions of pseudo-s t ructures without any l o s s of 
genera l i ty . 
LEilMUL 5 .1 .1 . l e t M((>, ^ . ' ^ , g, g) he a pseudo 
paracontact ( resp . pseudo Para-Sasakian) manifold. If we put 
g « . g , ^ « - - ^ , n n . « T j , ^ » $ and e » - € > » 
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thea M(^, ^ i"^ , s, Q) 1B also a peeudo paracontact 
{reap, pseudo Para-Sase^an) manifold, 
EROOP. I t i s easy to check that (^, ^ t ^ , g» g) 
i s an alnost paracontact pseudo-metric structure on M« 
SiQ)pose that (0, ^ • 'n » g, Q) i s a peeixdo paracontact 
structure on M, Since the parallelism with respect to g 
and g are same, we g©"^  
(DJ^-^XY) « -(Bj^'J^XY) « g(i)X,Y) « -g(^X,Y) 
i^ere D aaad D are Hiemannian connection of g and g 
respectively. We also have 
d TyCX.Y) « •d'TjCXjY) K 0. 
Thus (f, ^ t'^ , Sf Q) I S also a pseudo paracontact s t ruc-
ture on M. 
How l e t ((), ^ t 'n , g, e) be a pseudo para-Sasakian 
struct are on M. Then we have 
(»3ji(Y) « (])jt)(Y) « e'>](T)X-. 2e'r|(X)'>](Y)^* g(X.Y)^ 
. e'>](T)x - se-rjcx) •^(Y)"i> i(x.y)1 
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Henoe (^, "^ .^^ , g, Q) i s easo a pseudo peTa-Sasaldan 
s t roct i i re on M* 
On account of the at»ovie lemma, henceforth ure shal l 
assiime 0 = 1, and hence drop i t . 
IMMA 5 .1 .2 . In a ptjewdo paX'a-Sasaldan manifold 
M(|),-^ , ' ' ] » g) \7e have 
( i ) Dj^^ » -(j)X 
( i i ) d^(X,T) » 0 
( i U ) O J ^ - ^ X Y ) K^ (l)Y'>q)(X) «-2g(()X,T). 
moOP. Put t ing y « ^ i n (5 .1 .5) we get 
(3)x<}))(^) » X- '>] (X)^ 
-4(Dj ^ ) » (|)(()X) 
which gives 
D j ^ « -4)X • s ^ 
for Bome real valued function s. Operating T) on atote 
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equation we get s •S'^CB^'^ ) « gCD^-^ t*^  ) « -X,g(^,^) « 0, 
Henoe we have (i)» Equations (ii) and (iii) follow directly 
from (i). 
THEORKM 5J»1* (riven two pseudo pararSasaJcian mani-
folds M(^, ^  t*^ t S) and M(0,^ ,'^, g), each of dimen-
sion n, with g and g having the same signatures. If M 
and M are "both simply connected, complete and of constant 
curvature -1» then there exists an isometry f » M •* M 
such that 
f *f ^  « 5 • f*^ «'n » UO (^  e i 0 fer . 
PROOP. Por X e M and x e H, l e t I„(M) and 
f^(M) denote the tangent spaces to M and M at the points 
X and X respectively. Since g and g have the same 
signature we can find an isometry F t T_(M) •* OJ.CK) such 
X 
t h a t [ 8 ] 
•^  ^ x * ^ , '^(I'X) « '>1 (X) and i»o(|) « JoF, X ^ ObcCM). 
MM 
Further since H and M axe simply connected, com-
plete and are of the same constant curvature, we have a unique 
isometry ^ 3 6 ] ,^N^^^OM.l 
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f t H -* M 
such tliat 
f(x) « ac and : ^ t'^x^"^ " ^* 
for any tajigeat vector X of M, we hare 
(3.1.4) I>„(f*^) « f^<DH-^ ) « -f^(i) f^ X) « - (|> X , 
X i^X 
where B and B are Riemannian connections of g and g 
respectively. Since M ie a peeudo para~3asaklan manifold 
we have 
(5.1.5) B-,? « - i X . 
X 
From (5.1.4) and (5.1.5) we get 
(5.1.6) U^ « f ^ and f*^ « ' ^ 
Finally for any X e "^ (M) and T g 9C(M) ire have 
g(:^0X, T)o f « f g((>Xff f ^ Y) 
-1 -
s g((^ X, f-^  Y) 
• -(Bx'>^)(fX Y) 
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m -(D V XT) 0 f 
f*X [ 
a g((>ftrX, Y) O f, 
showing that f ^ o ( ^ s = 4 o t * t completing the proof of 
the theorem. 
Let R and R^  denote the curvature tensor and the 
Rlcoi tensor of a pseudo para-Sasakian manifold 
» ^ ' I "^ f g) . Kow we prove the following 
LEMMA 5,1.5. In a pseudo paTa-Sasaldan manifold 
» ^ 1 '^ » g) we have 
(5.1.7) R(X, y)*^ « o^CDY- 'TjiDX 
(5.1.8) R(X, ^ ) T » g(X,T)^ - '^( t)X 
(5.1.9) R ^ ( ^ , X ) « ( l - n ) ' ^ < X ) . 
EROOP. fe have 
g(R(x,T)^ , a) m g(DjDy^ - ByJJj^  - ^ r ^ n * *^ * 
Using (i) of Lemma (5.1.2) , we get 
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g(R(X,t) ^ , 2) « •g((Dj<))(y) - Oy<))(X), 2 ) , 
which In conseqtience of (5.1.3) gives ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) . The equations 
(5 .1 .8) and (5 .1 .9) follow d i r e c t l y ftom ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) . 
TSEOBM 5 .1 .2 , If i n a peeudo parar-Sasakian mawlfold 
K(4>» ^ »'^ f g)» R(X,Y)»R w 0, then the sec t iona l cixrvature 
of the plane sec t ion orthogonal to ^ i s - 1 . 
PROOF. Let X and Y be vectors tangent to M, 
which span a plane orthogonal to ^ . Then 
(5.1.10) -nix) « 71(1) « 0 , 
We have 
(R(X, ^ ) . R ) ( X , T ) . T 
« R(X, ^)R(X,Y)Y - R(R(X, ^)X,Y)Y - R(X,R(X, ^ )y )Y 
-R(X,Y)R(X, ^ O Y . 
Using ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) , (5 .1 .8) and (5.1.10) we get 
(R(X,^)R)(X.Y)Y . -'n(R(x,Y)Y)X • g(X,R(X.Y)Y>f. 
2 
^ g(X,X)g(Y,Y)^ -«(X,Y)^ . 
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Talcing the le f t hand side zero and equating the componants 
of ^ we get 
g(X, R(X,Y)1) « -[g(X.X) g(I,Y) - g(X,T) ] 
i . e . 
K(X, T) « - 1 , 
TBdiere K(X,Y) i s the seotional curvature of laxe plane sec-
t ion determined by X and Y. 
THEORM 5.1 •3 . I f i n a pseudo para-Sasakian manifold 
M(<j>* ^ , ' ^ • g)» R(X,T).R^ « 0, then i t i s an Binstien 
manifold with Ricci scalar - ( n - l ) . 
PROOP. We have 
(R(X,^) ,Rp( ^ ,Y) « R(X, ^) .R,(^ .Y)-R^(R(X,^)? ,1) 
-R^( ^ , R(X, q}t}. 
ITsing (5.1.7)» (5^1.8) and (5.1.9) we get 
(R<X,^).R^){^,T) .R^(X,Y) - (l«n) g(X,Y), 
which by virtue of given condition yields 
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showing tha t M i s an ELnstien manifold with Ricci sca la r 
- ( n - 1 ) . 
5 .2 . PSEUD0-:?iJRA-8ASiffilAir MAJflPCXtDS ISOMETRICAILT 
BilERSED ET R****' 
n 
i e t TK be endowed with a pseudo Riemannian met r ic 
g which i s defined by the p a r a l l e l displacement of the 
s 
inner product 
s i i n 3 3 
(5 .2 .1) <X,1> « - E x y + S x y . 
n n 
and denote this space OR ^  g„) "by E„ , Then the signature 
n 
of g„ is s and E„ is complete manifold with constant 
a a 
cur ra tu re zero [ 36 ] . 
l e t M ( ^ , ^ , ' > n , g) be a pseudo para-Sasalcian mani-
fold and suppose we have an i some t r y 
nfl 
f I M - Eg . 
For each x g M, we can choose a u n i t vector f ie ld 0 normal 
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114.1 
t o M suoh that ggCC, 0) « g, 0 « ± 1 • Since Bg has 
zero curTature, the Gauss equation (1.5,3) eaEpressing th« 
curvature R of M has the form 
(5.2.2) R(X,T)2 » 0^g(2,AT)AX - g(Z,AZ)Al} , 
where A i s the f ield of syiametric endonorphisms, i/s i^ch 
corresponds to the second fundepnental form of M. 
THEOREM 5.2 .1 . Suppose a pseudo para-Sasa3cian mani-
fold M((), ^ »'^ » g) i s properly and ioometrically immersed 
n+1 ' 
in Eg , such that ^ i s not an eigen vector of A. Then M 
i s of constant curvature - 1 . 
PROOF. We have from (5.2.2) 
(5.2.3) R(X. ^)T - e '^n(AT)AX - g(AX,y)A^J 
Since the immersion is proper, A can be expressed as a real 
diagonal matrix with respect to a suitable orthogonal 
frame at each point of M. let (e^  »e2».. ..fS^) be such a 
frame, HJhen 
(5.2.4) A«j^  - fiB^ i <l <,rL, 4 0 R. 
te have from (5.2.3) and (5.1.8) with X « e^^ and 
8 i 
X SI Q 4 
eome 
(5.2.5) gCe^.e^)^ -'^<®5>«i * « [ f i / ^ 3 '^<^3^ H 
If 1 ^ 3 , we get 
(5.2.6) ^^^pH " * ® / ' i / ' a "n^^j^®!* 
The above equation informs that either ^ (^^) " ^ ^^ 
i or 0 f i f 3 « -'* ( i »^  3)» 
How suppose ^ (e^g) » 0 for some j ^ * then (5.2.5) 
implies 
^ « - 0 /^ 3o ^^? •^ 
_ - 1 
Hence /^^ / 0 and A(^ ) « ( ———) ^ . !Dhlg shows that ^ 
6 ;Jo 
i s an eigen vector of A, vrtiich i s not possihle by the statement< 
Ihus we are lef t vdth Q /°i f 3 • *'' ^^ ^^ i / 3 • 3!5ien 
f^i t^ 0 for a l l i and therefore 
/ ^ " ^2 • • • • • • « / ^ « Z' Say* 
2-
vi^ich shows that k » f^l and e f « "I* lience by (5.2.2) 
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we get 
R(X,Y)Z « - ^g(t,Z)X - g(X,2)Y} . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5.5. PSEODO PARA-SASiEIil HAJUPOLBS ISC!!ETRICiJ.I.Y 
3MEBSED IS PSSODO RlEMiUJirrAJf MAITIPOLDS OF 
CoKSTAira? CURVATURE. 
l e t (M, g) be a pseudo Riemanniatt manifold of cons-
tant curvature C and l e t M(^,^ ,''1 , g) be a pseudo 
para-SaeaMan manifold which i s isoraetically immersed In 
« » mm 
(JI, g ) . The &uass equation i s 
(5.3.1) R(X,I)Z m c[g(Y,Z)X-g(X,2)T]4e[g(AT,2)AX-g(AX,Z)Ajj 
where R Is the curvature tensor of M and A i s the field 
of the second fundamental form 04 operators vSilch corresponds 
to the field of normal vectors If to M and gClT.N) w e» 
« « ± 1. 
Prom (5.3.1) we have 
(5.3.2) R(X,^)T - cF7](Y)X-g(X»Y)^J*e[o^(AY)AX-.g(AX,Y)A^ J 
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How we prove the following Interesting theorem. 
THEORBH 5.3.1. let M((), ^  , ri , g) be a pseudo 
para-Sasa3d.an manifold vdalch is properly and isometrically 
Immersed in a pseudo Riemanniaa manifold (M, g) of constant 
cuTTature C / -1. Then either M Is totally umbillc In M 
and of Constant curvature -1, or M is locally isometric 
to the product of tvjo manifolds of constant curvature. 
PROOF. Since the immersion is proper, A has its 
representation in terms of a real diagonal matrix* subject 
to a suitable orthogoimal frame (e^i#...,, ©^) at each 
point of M. Then we have 
Ae^ « /\e^, 1 < i ^  n, 4 ^ ^* 
Using this in (5.3.2) and (5.1.7) we get 
(5.5.5) o[^(epei - gie^^e^)^} + Q l^i^f]<^^'>^i 
- / j gCe^ te^ JfAC J 
* g(e^,ejj)^ - '^(eje^. 
In particular we have for 1 ^ 3 
(5.3.4) [ c * 0 ^i^i*'^l^^^^^^i « 0. 
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put K a 1 + C, then as C / -1, K / 0 and 
Then we have either 
(a) S /'i/'l * "^ for all i / 3 
or 
W 7, (e^ ) » 0 for a»»e J. 
(a) t In this Caee since K / 0, 
/^1 <* Pg *"••"• ~ ^n ** /^  say 
and thue 
(5.3.5) e/^^«-K. 
Ihis shows that A • /^I, i . e . , M i s totally lunbilio and 
in l i ^ t of (5.3.5), (5.3.1) becomes 
R(X.y)Z • 0 ^g(T,Z)X - g(X,Z)TJ + e / jg(T,2)X- g(X,Z)T) 
« (-1) {g(T,Z)X- s(X,Z)YJ 
i . e , , M is umbilic and of constant curvature -«1. 
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(to) t In this case, (5.5.3) with t « j gives 
Hence P 4 /^ 0 and 
-e K 
(5.3.6) ki^) « ^ 
ft 
This shows that ^ le an eigen vector of A* 1st uo choose 
e^ K ^ , and hence 
' ^ ( e ^ ) « g ( ^ , ©p « 0 for 3 « 2 , 3 » . . . , n . 
Thus (5.3.6) still hold for j » 2,....,n, which shows that 
' 2 n ^ 
and 
This shows that there are atmost two dist inct eigen values P 
and P ot A at each point 3c e M. 
Let T^  and T be the distr ihutions defined by 
I^ I Spanned by ^ » and T^ « ^X e f^(M) • A(X) « / ° X } 
obviously T^  i s involutive, ITow f or 3? l e t X 6 \^^{t)^. 
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ana since M i s pseudo paxa-Sasakian manifold, ire have "by 
lemma (5 ,1 .2) 
'V|([X,T)) « (m(x,j) « 0, x,T e T^ 
showing tliat ^ , X l fi \ ' Hence I i s also Involu t ive . ®ms 
for th ia case (of. [ 15 j , Theo. 2.5) M i s l o c a l l y i s o -
metric to the px-oduct of two manifolds each of constant owe-
vature . Con^leting the proof of theorem. 
THSOREW 5.3 .2 . Lot M ( 0 , ^ #-^ » g) he a psendo 
paTarSasaMan manifold v^ich i s proper ly and Isometr ica l ly 
immez-sed i n a peeudo-Rlemannian manifold (M,g) of constant 
curvature - 1 , and l e t M s a t i s f i e s the condition 
R(X,I) R^  ta 0 . Then M i s t o t a l l y geodesic or developable 
hypersurface of M, i n p a r t i c u l a r i t i s of constant curvature - 1 . 
PROOF, fe know from Theorem (5.1.3) tliat i f 
M(^, '^ » ^ t g) s a t i s f i e s R(X,T).R^ » 0 , then I t i s en 
Elns t ien space, with Ricc i s ca l a r r as - ( n - l ) . How we s t a t e 
the following lemma 1 8 ] . 
m 
LEMHI. Let (U , f ) , m2. 5 he a pseudo-Kinstiea manifold 
vdth Rtcol Curvature r> which i s p roper t ly aad i somet r ioa l ly 
-m+1 -
Immersed In a pseudo Riemannian manifold, (U , f) of constant 
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• • an m 
ouTTature 0, then i f r «B (m-l) 0, (If , f) i s ei ther 
t o t a l l y geodeeio or a developable hypersurface in 
m+1 -(M » f)f in particular i t i s of constant curvature C, 
We observe that in our case 0 a-1 and 
r e -(n-1) « (n-l) C Hence applying iaiis lemma to M we 
get the r e su l t . 
THEORBU 5.3.3. Suppose a pseudo para-Sasakia» mani-
fold M(pf '^» '^ » g) isproperly and isometrieally immersed 
in a pseudo Riemaanian manifold (M, g) of constant curva-
ture - 1 . If rank A ^ 2 at x g H, then A( ^ ^ ) « 0. 
JROOF. Since the immersion i s proper, we have 
Uow (5.3.3) with 0 « - 1 , implies (5.3.7) e /= /^ '^ ^®3^®i * P S^®i»®3^^ ;^c * ^ SuUt <n. 
Since rank A ^ 2, we may suppose P-f f 2 ^ ^* ^®^ 
(5.3.7) with i » 1 and j « 2 gives 
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Hence putting i » 3 • t in (5.3.7) we get 
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